9:00  Commissioner’s Welcome and Review of Agency Developments

9:30  The Future of the National Longitudinal Surveys

  Presenters:  Alison Aughinbaugh, BLS – Office of Employment and Unemployment Statistics

  Discussants:  Chinhui Juhn – University of Houston
                Bruce Meyer – University of Chicago

10:45  Break

11:00  Discussion of Future Priorities

11:30  Lunch

12:30  What is the Appropriate Index Formula to Estimate Producer Price Change?

  Presenters:  Jon Weinhagen, BLS – Office of Price and Living Conditions
                Robert Martin, BLS – Office of Price and Living Conditions
                Sara Stanley, BLS – Office of Price and Living Conditions
                Jeffrey Hill, BLS – Office of Price and Living Conditions

  Discussants:  Alberto Cavallo – Harvard Business School
                Carol Corrado – The Conference Board

2:15  Break

2:30  Evaluate the Potential of Standardizing the Task Data in ORS

  Presenter:  Nicole Nestoriak, BLS – Office of Compensation and Working Conditions

  Discussants:  Julia Silge – Stack Overflow
                Tara Sinclair – The George Washington University

4:00  Conclusion